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Abstracts 

 

The Precariat: The Transformative Class in the Era of Pandemics 

Guy Standing (SOAS University of London) 

The ‘neo-liberal’ economic ideology that predominated in the latter two decades of the 20th 

century created the basis for today’s globalised ‘rentier capitalism’, in which more and more of 

the income, wealth and power has gone to the owners and controllers of property – financial, 

physical and ‘intellectual’ – and less and less has been going to those who rely on labour and 

work. In that context, a new global class structure has emerged in which the new mass class 

is the precariat, consisting of millions of people with unstable, insecure labour and work, 

inadequate and volatile incomes and losing the rights of citizenship.  

The precariat is today’s dangerous class, in that it is opposed to the existing form of capitalism 

and because its progressive members are also opposed to the old labourism of Labour and 

Social Democratic parties of the 20th century. However, it is uniquely affected by a perfect 

storm of factors, including living in an era of chronic uncertainty, feeling the effects of deep 

disruptions linked to the ongoing technological revolution, faced by onrushing global warming 

and the threat of Extinction, and hit by what look like being an era of pandemics. 

The precariat will define the transformative agenda to overcome these multiple threats. But 

what should that agenda be? Artistic expressions and cultural activities are beginning to help 

articulate a progressive response to the transformation crises. This talk will reflect on what all 

the arts can do.  

BIO: Guy Standing is a Professorial Research Associate at SOAS, University of London, and 

a founder and co-President of the Basic Income Earth Network (BIEN), an NGO promoting 

basic income as a right. He has held chairs at the Universities of Bath and Monash (Australia) 

and was previously Director of the Socio-Economic Security Programme of the International 

Labour Organisation. He is currently working on pilot basic income schemes in India and on 

issues relating to his two recent books, The Precariat: The New Dangerous Class (2011) and 

A Precariat Charter: From Denizens to Citizens (2014). 

 

 

Inferior voices? Narrating Class and Intersectionality in Annie Ernaux and Marie 

NDiaye 

Julia Dettke (University of Rostock) 

While Annie Ernaux is well known for her writing about class since La place (1983), Marie 

NDiaye’s work has mostly been studied with a focus on postcolonial and gender questions. 

With her latest novel La vengeance m’appartient (2021), it becomes crucially visible that class-

related power structures are as central in NDiaye’s writing as are race, gender, and the feelings 

of shame and inferiority. But how do the narrative voices in Ernaux’ and Ndiaye’s work cope 

with the feelings of shame and uncertainty resulting from their working-class backgrounds, and 



how do these feelings affect their ability to speak and to tell their story? And how do they find 

ways to speak nevertheless? In my presentation I want to focus on a narratological approach 

to the stories of intersectional power structures by these two authors, who have not yet been 

studied together. 

BIO: Julia Dettke is a postdoctoral researcher at the Romance Languages and Literatures 

Department of Rostock University. She studied Comparative Literature in Göttingen, Berlin, 

Paris and Bologna. During her Ph.D. studies, she did research at Columbia University in New 

York and the École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales in Paris. In her Ph.D. thesis, 

completed at Freie Universität Berlin in 2019 and published with Wilhelm Fink in 2021, she 

analyzed the spatiality of literature in Georges Perec (Raumtexte. Georges Perec und die 

Räumlichkeit der Literatur). She has published numerous articles on 20th century French, 

Francophone and Italian literature and cinema. Julia Dettke is a film critic for Frankfurter 

Allgemeine Sonntagszeitung and Zeit Online. 

 

 

Between the Autofictional Novel and the Anthology: Class, Diversity, and Genre 

in Contemporary German Literature 

Christoph Schaub (University of Vechta) 

By the mid-2010s, catalyzed through the translation of Didier Eribon’s Retour à Reims, a new 

discourse about class has developed in German literature that takes various categories of 

social stratification and identity formation into account (gender, ethnicity, etc.). The paper 

addresses two examples of this current: Deniz Ohde‘s autofictional novel Streulicht (2020) and 

the anthology Klasse und Kampf (2021; ed. Maria Barankow/Christian Baron) that collects 

diverse literary voices of a new class politics. Comparing the two books, I argue that 

contemporary German literature is marked by a poetics of ambiguity that imagines proletarian 

populations as heterogenous – and thus in contradistinction to earlier hegemonic working-

class politics. Three elements are key to this literary current: i) the (self)exploration of social 

identity through autobiographical, autofictional and autosociobiographical writing; ii) the 

intersectional engagement with class; iii) the entanglement of German society in transnational 

contexts. Moreover, I address the question to what extent the diversity of voices articulated 

through the anthology’s polyphony could be represented at all by the first-person narratives 

(e.g., the autofictional novel) that predominate German literature’s new engagement with class 

and that may be symptomatic for a politics heavily influenced by ideas of individual authenticity. 

BIO: Christoph Schaub (Ph.D., Columbia University, 2015) is Wissenschaftlicher Mitarbeiter 

(Scientific Assistant) in German Literature and Cultural Studies at the University of Vechta. 

Previously, he was a lecturer at Columbia and Duke Universities. Selected publications relating 

to the topic of the workshop: Proletarische Welten. Internationalistische Weltliteratur in der 

Weimarer Republik (De Gruyter 2019); "Labor-Movement Modernism: Proletarian Collectives 

between Kuhle Wampe and Working-class Performance Culture", Modernism/modernity 25.2 

(2018); "Autosoziobiografisches und autofiktionales Schreiben über Klasse in Didier 

Eribons Retour à Reims, Daniela Dröschers Zeige deine Klasse und Karin 

Strucks Klassenliebe", Lendemains 180 (2020); "Slums, the Lumpenproletariat, and Precarity: 

Literary Representations of the Urban Precarious in Egon Erwin Kisch’s and Ilija Trojanow’s 

Reportages", Literary Representations of Precarious Work, 1840 to the Present, ed. Bart 

Philipsen/Michiel Rys (forthcoming 2022); “Autofictional Working-class Literature and Politics: 



On Karin Struck’s Klassenliebe”, The Political Uses of Literature: Global Perspectives and 

Theoretical Approaches 1920-2020, ed. Ivana Perica/Benjamin Kohlmann (forthcoming 2023). 

https://www.uni-vechta.de/kulturwissenschaften/schaub-christoph 

 

The Precariat, Literature, and Literary Class Politics: The Example of 

Contemporary Swedish Working-Class Literature as a Catalyst for Theoretical 

Development 

Magnus Nilsson (Malmö University) 

In Sweden, more and more workers are experiencing insecurities of the kind that, according 

to Guy Standing, are constitutive for the precariat (Standing 2011: 10–11). This development 

– which challenges both the Swedish labour-market model and the national self-image of 

Sweden as an egalitarian welfare state – has received much attention in contemporary 

literature.  

Among other things, several authors have published novels about their own experiences of 

precarious work. Examples of this are Anders Teglund’s Cykelbudet [The Rider], and Pelle 

Sunvisson’s Svarta bär [Black Berries] and Svenska palmen [The Swedish Palm Tree] (all from 

2021). Cykelbudet is an epistolary novel about the author’s experiences of working as a 

Foodora rider in Gothenburg during the Covid pandemic. Sunvisson’s novels are based on his 

experiences of working under false identity as an Eastern-European migrant worker in 

Sweden, first as a berry picker in Northern Sweden and later as a construction worker in 

Stockholm.  

In line with much contemporary research about literature and the precariat, I argue that “culture 

and the precarity concept can elucidate each other” and that “reading notions of precarity 

through and with contemporary cultural forms can generate new insights into both” (Hogg 

2021: 2). In particular, I believe that my analysis of representations of the precariat in 

contemporary Swedish literature can contribute to an increased focus on the particular and 

historical that is often lacking in theoretical discourses about both the precariat and literature. 

I also argue that literary works have the potential to play important political roles, for example 

by contributing to the creation of political subjectivities (Nilsson 2014), and that this potential is 

especially great for literature thematizing the precariat. 

It is certainly true that the precariat is a product of the globalization of capital. Nevertheless, 

there are important differences between different national contexts. In Sweden, for example, 

those working for temporal work agencies are generally employed also between jobs, and thus 

have more economic security than their colleagues in most other countries. And this, in turn, 

means that the conditions for political organization and resistance within the precariat in 

Sweden may be different than in other national contexts.  

This means that authors who want to use literature to promote the political interests of the 

precariat face different economic and political situations in different countries. However, they 

also work under different literary conditions. In Sweden, for example, the strong tradition of 

working-class literature – which has been consecrated as an important strand in national 

literature – constitutes an important resource, both by legitimizing ‘literary class politics’ in the 

site of literature, and by constituting a vast archive of aesthetical-political strategies (Nilsson 

2014). 

https://www.uni-vechta.de/kulturwissenschaften/schaub-christoph


My analysis will focus on two questions: 

1) The relationship between working-class writers and the precariat. In Sweden, critical 
discussions about representations of the precariat in working-class literature have often 
revolved around the authors abilities to understand and represent the precariat in its 
entirety. Not seldom, critics have been very critical, and those writing about the 
precariat have often been a contrasted with older working-class writers and their 
allegedly more ‘organic’ relationship to the proletariat. However, my analysis will take 
as its point of departure Standing’s argument that authors experiencing precarious 
working conditions are in a relatively good position to contribute to the emergence of 
progressive collective political identities. As he puts it in A Precariat Charter, “the 
biggest challenge for this part of the precariat [artists] is to induce the other varieties to 
share a common vision. There is no reason why that cannot happen, just as craftsmen 
and intellectuals acted as educators and leaders of ’the working class’ in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries” (Standing 2014: 30).  

2) Aesthetical-political strategies. Writing about the precariat means confronting a 
different ‘class reality’ than the one faced by older generations of working-class writers. 
Therefore, contemporary working-class writers can’t rely on established forms from the 
tradition of working-class literature. However, the new forms that they develop not 
seldom resemble those found in working-class literature from the period before the 
emergence of the Swedish welfare state. The analysis of the aesthetical-political 
strategies in contemporary working-class literature about the precariat can therefore 
open up for questions about the historicity of both the precariat and literary responses 
to it.  

 

Literature 
Hogg, Emily J. (2021), 'Introduction', in Emily J. Hogg and Peter Simonsen (eds.), Precarity in Contemporary 

Literature and Culture (London: Bloomsbury Academic), 1-24. 
Nilsson, Magnus (2014), Literature and Class: Aesthetical-Political Strategies in Modern Swedish Working-Class 

Literature (Berlin: Humboldt-Universität). 
Standing, Guy (2011) The Precariat: The New Dangerous Class [online text], Bloomsbury Academic  
--- (2014) A Precariat Charter [online text], Bloomsbury Publishing  

 

 

BIO: Magnus Nilsson is professor in comparative literature at Malmö university, Sweden. His 

main research interest is working-class literature. He is the author of Literature and Class: 

Asthetical-Political Strategies in Modern Swedish Working-Class Literature (Humboldt 

University, 2014) and the editor (with John Lennon) of Working-Class Literature(s): Historical 

and International Perspectives (two volumes, Stockholm University Press 2017 and 2020). His 

latest book is Kampdiktare i folkhemmet: Arbetarpoeten Stig Sjödin [A Poet of Stuggle in the 

People’s Home: The Working-Class Poet Stig Sjödin] (Verbal 2021). He is currently doing 

research on literature published in Swedish trade-union periodicals 1945–1990 and the 

representation of precarious work in Scandinavian literature. More information can be found at 

https://mau.se/en/persons/magnus.nilsson/  

 

https://mau.se/en/persons/magnus.nilsson/


Re-Imagining Class – Re-Imagining Gender. Gender troubles in narratives of 

the social climber  

Irene Husser (WWU Münster) 

In his latest book, Édouard Louis tells the story of the battles and metamorphoses (combats et 

metamorphoses) of his mother. Prominent mother figures also appear in other works by 

authors who, in autobiographical testimonies, explore their working-class origins, like Annie 

Ernauxʼ Une femme or Deniz Ohdeʼs Streulicht. In my presentation, I want to show that these 

female characters are central to the narrative of the social climber. Whereas the fathers 

represent the patriarchal traditions and constraints of working-class identity, the texts attribute 

the character-istics of flexibility and (self-)transgression to the mothers, who thereby pave the 

way for social advancement. In analyzing the different depictions of the parent characters, I 

want to explore the link between class and gender that narratives of the social climber revolve 

around and dis-cuss the socio-cultural implications of these links: What does it mean for male 

and female char-acters and their gender identities to break with the social patriarchal heritage, 

if the social ad-vancement is considered a female, mother-driven project? Do female and male 

characters face the same social and gender struggles? Do these intersectional narratives 

reinforce or subvert images of the working-class and the bourgeois society?  

BIO: Irene Husser is a postdoctoral researcher at the German Department, University of 

Münster, where she received a PhD in literary studies with a thesis on the political dimension 

of Elfriede Jelinek’s work. She specializes in 19th century to contemporary literature, media 

and cultural studies, political theory, sociology of literature and popular culture, and is currently 

working on a book on the Biedermeier and Vormärz period. She has published articles on 

Elfriede Jelinek, David Lynch, Georg Büchner, Annette von Droste-Hülshoff, popular televi-

sion series and other. 

 

“Up. Overcoming, Transcending, et cetera.” Class and Classlessness in 

Contemporary Black-British Novels of Women’s Social Climbing 

Katrin Becker (University of Siegen) 

Much as cultural studies scholars of the first generation (such as Raymond Williams and Stuart 

Hall) and postwar working-class fiction tackled claims of classlessness, second-generation 

Black-British writers scrutinise social mobility in relation to the “problem that ‘class’ describes” 

(Tylor 2015, p. 496), both in autobiographical testimonies (e.g. Mohamad 2020, Evaristo 2021) 

and literature. In my paper, I trace literary figurations of the black female social climber of 

working-class origin in widely received novels that narrate black female achievement against 

all intersectional odds, such as Zadie Smith’s White Teeth (2000) and NW (2012), Bernadine 

Evaristo’s Girl, Woman, Other (2019) and, most recently, Natasha Brown’s Assembly (2021). 

I shall tease out how these (at times semi-autobiographical) novels negotiate neoliberal claims 

of classlessness related to the meritocratic narrative of social climbing that is still offered as 

(individualising) remedy for (structural) inequality in the social imaginary of contemporary 

Britain (cf. Littler 2018 and 2020, see also Savage 2015, ch. 6), to second-generation 

‘migrants’ in particular. The conflicted manner in which Black-British novels of black female 

achievement approach this dominant narrative allows us to address the ideological 



underpinnings, pitfalls and possible co-optations of the idea of individual advancement in its 

contemporary inflections.  

 

Works Cited  
Brown, Natasha. Assembly. Hamish Hamilton, 2021.  
Evaristo, Bernadine. 2019. Girl, Woman, Other. Penguin, 2020.  
---. Manifesto. On Never Giving Up. Hamish Hamilton, 2021.  
Littler, Jo. Against Meritocracy. Culture, Power and Myths of Mobility. Routledge, 2018.  
---. “Neoliberal Meritocracy, Racialization and Transnationalism.” Forward, Upward, Onward? Narratives of 
Achievement in African and Afroeuropean Contexts, edited by Eva Ulrike Pirker, Katja Hericks and Mandisa Mbali, 
hhu books, 2020, pp. 17-20.  
Mohamad, Hashi. People Like Us. What it Takes to Make it in Modern Britain. Profile Books, 2020.  
Savage, Mike. Social Class in the 21st Century. Pelican Books, 2015.  
Smith, Zadie. 2000. White Teeth. Penguin, 2001.  
Tyler, Imogen. “Classificatory Struggles: Class, Culture and Inequality in Neoliberal Times.” The Sociological 
Review, vol. 63, 2015, pp. 493-511.  

 

BIO: Katrin Becker received her master’s degree in English Studies, French Studies and 

Pedagogy from the University of Hamburg. Since October 2018, she has been graduate 

research and teaching assistant in English Literature at the University of Siegen. She is 

currently working on her doctoral thesis on class and classlessness in recent Black-British 

fictions of social climbing. 

 

‘Tomorrowland’: Precarity, tenancy and fantasy in the cinema of Sean Baker 

Hannah Parlett (University of Cambridge) 

Developing Gilles Deleuze’s analysis of Italian neorealism in The Time Image, Karl 

Schoonover has described the weary bodies of post-war rubble as “wastrels... people who 

waste too easily and those vagabonds who society treats as waste, and who, like refuse, are 

thrown to the side of the road.” These tired figures, lurking at the margins of capitalist 

productivity and routine, are the progenitors of a contemporary cinematic precariat depicted by 

Sean Baker. 

In this paper, I will draw upon Baker’s growing body of work, such as Tangerine (2015), The 

Florida Project (2017) and Red Rocket (2021), to explore the various material and immaterial 

labours required to sustain existence in a neoliberal climate driven by market principles. 

Moving from the insecure tenancies at The Magic Castle Inn in Florida to the 24-hour shift at 

the corner of Santa Monica Boulevard in West Hollywood, this paper will examine Baker’s 

cinematic depiction of the affective attachments and utopian fantasies that constitute survival 

strategies in this state of crisis, as theorized by the late Lauren Berlant.  

BIO: Hannah Parlett is a third-year PhD candidate in the Centre of Film and Screen at the 

University of Cambridge. She received an undergraduate degree in History at Gonville and 

Caius College in 2016 before studying for an MPhil in Film and Screen Studies in 2018. Her 

current doctoral research examines maternity and transgression in contemporary art film, 

drawing on the work of Andrea Arnold, Lynne Ramsay, Claire Denis and Barry Jenkins.  

 



Narrating the Precariat: Social Wounds in Mora’s and Genazino’s Novels 

Olaf Berwald (Kennesaw State University) 

This contribution examines how the suffocating nexus of intersectional (economic, sexual, anti-

migrant) violence and marginalization, (self-)isolation, and suicide is worked through in recent 

prose works by Terézia Mora (b. 1971) and Wilhelm Genazino (1943-2018). Focusing on 

Mora’s novel Das Ungeheuer (2013) and her notebooks published as Fleckenverlauf (2021), 

and on Genazino’s novels Die Kassiererinnen (1998), Ausser uns spricht niemand über uns 

(2016), and Kein Geld, keine Uhr, keine Mütze (2018), as well as his posthumously published 

lectures, Die Angst vor der Penetranz des Wirklichen (2020), I conduct comparative soundings 

of Mora’s and Genazino’s narrative approaches to understanding the dehumanizing 

dimensions of precarious employment and unemployment.  

A related aspect that is constitutive of Mora’s and Genazino’s fictional works consists in 

interweaving social theoretical reflections into their fictional prose (Genazino was a student of 

Adorno’s, and one of Mora’s protagonists frequently refers to social theorists). Aesthetic praxis 

and the stirring of the reader’s social conscience are intextricably interwoven in Genazino’s 

novels in which disoriented outsider protagonists walk aimlessly through cities observing 

minute details of the lives of seemingly “intact” fellow citizens, and in Mora’s novel whose 

pages are literally cut in half (in the tradition of narrative split-screens practiced by Genet, 

Derrida, and Coetzee), offering one narrative stream on each page’s upper half while 

presenting the reader either with empty spaces or with journal entries of a female protagonist 

that her partner found after her suicide. Far from merely thematizing structural social injustice, 

Mora’s and Genazino’s novels experiment with new ways of fostering the reader’s 

perceptiveness and productive fury. 

BIO: Olaf Berwald is Chair of World Languages and Cultures and Professor of German at 

Kennesaw State University. His book publications include the edited volumes Thomas 

Bernhard’s Afterlives, with Stephen Dowden and Gregor Thuswaldner (Bloomsbury Academic, 

2020, 2nd edition forthcoming in 2022), Timescapes of Waiting: Spaces and Stasis, Delay and 

Deferral, with Christoph Singer and Robert Wirth (Brill, 2019), A Companion to the Works of 

Max Frisch, (Camden House, 2013), La globalización y sus espejismos. Encuentros y 

desencuentros interculturales vistos desde el Sur y el Norte, with Michael Handelsman (El 

Conejo, 2009), Der untote Gott. Religion und Ästhetik in der deutschen und österreichischen 

Literatur des 20. Jahrhunderts, with Gregor Thuswaldner (Böhlau, 2007), and the monographs, 

An Introduction to the Works of Peter Weiss (Camden House, 2003), and Philipp Melanchthons 

Sicht der Rhetorik (Harrassowitz, 1994). He also published a wide range of articles about 

modernist and contemporary writers and literary theory. 

 

Class and Precarity in Twenty-First Century Theatre: an Intersectional Approach 

Marissia Fragkou (University of Canterbury) 

After more than a decade of apparent obsolescence, a notable and more explicit interest in 

class has resurfaced in twenty-first century British theatre. This concern is often rehearsed 

through a focus on dispossessed lives who ‘are disowned and abjected by normative and 

normalising powers that define cultural intelligibility and that regulate the distribution of 

vulnerability’ (Butler and Athanasiou, 2013: 2) and can be read against the growing body of 



work focusing on precarity and the particular category of ‘the precariat’ (Standing, 2016), ‘the 

underclass’ (Tyler, ) and ‘indebted subjectivity’ (Lazzarato, 2012). More specifically, the above 

critical discourses bear relevance to the realms of theatre and performance in different ways: 

on the one hand, questions around precarity and the ‘underclass’ are framed and articulated 

through the particular representational strategies employed by playwrights and theatre makers; 

on the other, such questions are deeply implicated within the specific material conditions 

writers and theatre makers navigate. Having to follow the rules of the neoliberal market such 

as hyperinstrumentalisation and ‘artpreneurship’ (Harvie, 2013: 63), they are valued on the 

basis that they can continuously prove their artistic worth in monetary terms and face ‘barriers 

to social mobility’ which have recently ‘strengthened rather than weakened’ within the arts 

(Aston, 2020: 21). At the same time, discourses around intersectionality and decolonization 

have gained much purchase in the fields of theatre studies and the industry (Aston, 2020; Bala, 

2017), further expand notions of access and representation in the theatre and thus raise 

important questions surrounding the intersections of class with race, gender, sexuality, 

ethnicity and so on. 

This paper will briefly consider the relevance of class and precarity with reference to 

contemporary examples from The Paper Birds (Broke, Mobile [2016]), Dennis Kelly (Girls and 

Boys [2018]), Selina Thompson (Salt [2018]) and Tena Štivičić (Invisible [2012]) and artists 

such as Bryony Kimmings and Scottee. In doing so, I will be applying pressure on the 

intersections of class with questions of gender, race and migration and examine how precarity 

can be read as a social ecology. 

BIO: Marissia Fragkou holds a Ph.D in Theatre Studies from the University of London (2010) 

and is senior lecturer in Performing Arts at Canterbury Christ Church, UK. Her research 

interests include feminist theatre; precarity and affect; environmental theatres; theatre and 

race. She has published and presented papers on contemporary British and European theatre 

and performance as well as performance and cultural politics, ethics of responsibility, and 

radical democratic politics. Her first monograph Ecologies of Precarity in Twenty-First Century 

Theatre: Politics, Affect, Responsbility was published in 2019 by Bloomsbury; she is currently 

editing a handbook that examines the work of women in contemporary British theatre.  

 

Rethink Local, Rethink Global? A New Poetics of Precarity and Globalism in Bait 

(2019, dir: Mark Jenkin). 

Daniel Brookes (Worcester University) 

In this paper I will speak about Mark Jenkin’s 2019 drama Bait, which pits displaced Cornish 

fishermen against bourgeois gentrifiers in order to explore the material and psychological 

impact caused by the invisible hand of contemporary gig economics on the local and the 

particular. This is interesting, I argue, because Jenkin’s protectionist critiques lie not just within 

the dramatic content; the painstaking artisanal method of construction – and the striking 

effects created therein - offers an interpretive angle that shows subtle sympathies for traditions 

through its own utilisation of traditional techniques that emphasise texture and tactility. Jenkin’s 

film centres on typical male constructions of working class life as presented in the social realist 

tradition: the alienated worker and the tradesman disenfranchised from his own trade. 

However, Jenkin identifies and connects other forms of seasonal work and rural poverty as 

part of the same globalising processes, emphasising community and suggesting empathetic 

forms of solidarity across gender and age boundaries. 



BIO: Daniel Brookes lectures in Film at the University of Bristol and the University of Worcester, 

where he completed his doctoral studies on documentaries of the financial crash and Great 

Recession of the early 21st century. His research interests lie in the aesthetic and formal 

properties of documentary, realism and performance, and emerging media platforms. 

 

Michel Houellebecq as a Critic of Post-Fordist Precarization 

Tim Christiaens (Tilburg University) 

The novels of French author Michel Houellebecq often deal with the contemporary work 

environment and the negative effects of contemporary, post-Fordist capitalism on individuals 

and communities. His characters are predominantly lonely, sex-depraved, and depressed men 

living at the border of human civilization, walking among people yet never truly reaching them. 

According to Houellebecq, post-Fordism has generated an ‘extension du domaine de la lutte’ 

such that human identity and community have been subsumed and exposed to market 

competition. Individual and collective fulfilment is allegedly reduced to competitive success in 

the markets for jobs, sex, and human togetherness. Nonetheless, this alienation critique of 

contemporary capitalism is often dismissed in contemporary critical theory. Houellebecq’s 

reactionary conservatism is largely to blame for this neglect. However, there is also a deeper 

reason: most criticisms of post-Fordist precarization focus on the inequalities post-Fordism 

consolidates (Butler, Lorey) or the opportunities for exploitation it creates (Lazzarato, 

Nachtwey). Alienation and loss of community are often sidelined because they recall a 

reactionary nostalgia for lost community and social homogeneity. In my presentation, I wish to 

evaluate to what extent Houellebecq’s critique of contemporary alienation can be recovered 

from its reactionary authorial source. 

BIO: Tim Christiaens is assistant professor of philosophy of culture and economic 

ethics at Tilburg University in the Netherlands. He works on critical theory and 

economic topics, like labour precarity, the digitialization of work, and financialization. 

He is currently working on a book about workers' autonomy and platform capitalism. 

 

Reading the Neoliberal University as a Socialist Production Play. An Artistic 

Research Exploration. 

Sarah Pogoda (Bangor University) 

The presentation will introduce the artistic research project “The Redundancy”1 which inter-

shifted working conditions of UK universities with GDR playwright Heiner Müller´s socialist 

production play “Der Lohndrücker” (The Scab, 1957). Focusing on concepts of labour, 

production and “Klassenbewusstsein”, the project invited colleagues at Bangor University to 

engage in diverse performative settings and explore the neoliberal University and the part they 

play in it.  

 

1 There is a password to watch the video. The password is: „HeinerMüller“. 

https://vimeo.com/336614669


Facing extensive restructuring efforts in the context of the increasingly competitive 

marketisation of the HE sector since 2017, all staff at UK universities experience traumatic 

shifts within their working environment, often perceived as precariousness. The project was 

seeking for generating a heterotopian space beyond the mobilisation by Unions, for reflecting 

on experiences and effects on academic work, class and identities. The multimedia, site-

specific performance emerging from this artistic research allowed a better understanding of 

shifting class catergories today.  

BIO: Having been trained as a scholar in literature (PhD 2011, Freie Universität Berlin), Sarah 

Pogoda has been active in exploring artistic research (as an academic who is not trained as 

an artist) since 2015. This path roots in her conventional research activities on German Avant-

Garde artist Christoph Schlingensief. In 2020 she co-founding the arts collective “Neue 

Walisische Kunst” (New Welsh Art). In several projects concerned with creating collective 

participatory spaces for anti-hierarchical, multi-lingual experimentation, they explored cultural 

practices of neoliberal capitalism, so called “Moneymental Happenings”. She received her Dr. 

phil. in German Literature with her thesis “Demiurgs in crisis. Architects in Literature Post-

1945” (Freie Universität Berlin). She was DAAD-Lektorin at the University of Sheffield (2012-

2016), and she is currently Senior Lecturer in German Studies at Bangor University (Wales). 

 

Imagining the Intrasection of Multispecies Precarity through Anthropomorphism 

in the Literature by Syaman Rapongan 

Joeri Verbesselt (University of Leuven) 

If we don’t think precarity and working-class identity beyond the human (Puar, Hribal), we 

become complicit in the process of precaritization, as we risk breaking off the human from its 

sustaining conditions (Butler). In his story “The Eyes of the Sky” Tao islander and Pacific 

Ocean writer Syaman Rapongan exposes the resistance of Indigenous Tao fishermen against 

the destructive fishing industry from Taiwan main island – Pongso no Tao is ruled by the Settler 

government of Taiwan. Utilizing the literary technique of anthropomorphism, Rapongan 

embodies the aquatic position of a Cilat (‘a large fish’) to imagine the precarious intra-section 

(a political ontology of being-in-relation, Barad) of this fish species with the seasonal schools 

of flying fish (indispensable for Tao survival), the Tao fishermen and the Taiwanese fishing 

industry. This literary example of a ‘becoming-species’ of precarity helps us to understand how 

we can imagine and politicize the ‘constituting, life-supporting bonds between species’ integral 

to capitalism (Shukin). 

BIO: Joeri Verbesselt conducts artistic research into ecological precariousness and future 
imagination between Belgium and Taiwan. His work can result in various forms: writings, films, 
and performances. His experimental short film 'retreat' (2020) was shown internationally. He 
is part of the research constellations ‘deep histories fragile memories’ (LUCA School of Arts, 
Sint-Lukas, Brussels) and the Lieven Gevaert Centre for Photography, Art and Visual Culture 
(University of Leuven), and he is holder of a PhD fellowship from the Research Foundation – 
Flanders (FWO).   

 

https://nkw-aufbauorganisation.jimdosite.com/
https://nkw-aufbauorganisation.jimdosite.com/
https://vimeo.com/444703147

